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““LANDSCAPE (PRELUDES)” - THE ORAZIO LONGO'S NEW ALBUMLANDSCAPE (PRELUDES)” - THE ORAZIO LONGO'S NEW ALBUM

It is from the colourful landscapes of the impressionist paintings that Orazio Longo took his 
inspiration for his new album “Landscape - Preludes”. After “Paragem - Suite” (2008), the 
talented musician and composer from Catania (Italy), has now chosen the “prelude” style for 
his third musical CD produced by the indipendent italian label “Aleph”. It consists of ten 
tracks evoking the sounds of our inner, both real and imaginary landscapes as in the 
boulevards and landscapes of Renoir’s paintings. Thus, it was the Longo’s wish to honour the 
French impressionist master  which generated the song “Renoir”, Paris impressions for piano 
and guitar. 

Moreover, in the cd there is an evocative process which turns notes into colours either 
exploding in light and bright nuances or declining from grey to dark till they become more 
and more disturbing and faraway. Orazio Longo’s latest work is a sort of  leg-journey which 
deals with the world and the other parallel worlds through images, as in a movie without 
shooting; a humanist-outlined tale which tells you about rivers, lakes, whales, elephants, 
mountains, trees, stars, shadows, men and other “living beings”, willingly or not, melted 
together as the other side of the same coin, thrown towards a bitter end  that wants them all 
mixed up in the “Perspective Absence”. “Landscape – Preludes” takes back the sounds of the 
previous two albums but enriching them with further insights, improved resonances and a new 
section consisting of electric bass and guitar in addition. The album has been recorded, mixed 
and mastered by the Vincenzo Cavalli Sound Engineering at the SonoriaStudioRec in Scordia 
(Catania – Italy). It was a well-blended team which led to “Landscape”; besides Longo at the 
piano and synth, the other musicians performing are: Samyr Guarrera sax, Angelo Celso 
drums and percussions, Giancarlo Scarvaglieri classic guitar, Salvo Inzerilli electric guitar 
and Francesco Castro electric bass guitar.  Apart from Guarrera’s  “Enrico”, Inzerilli’s 
“Voices from Space” and  other two tracks written together with  Inzerilli (“Tumbledown 
Affair “) and Castro (“Crystalline”), Longo entirely wrote six out of the ten tracks of the 
album. “Landscape” was arranged by Longo, Guarrera, Celso, Inzerilli and Scarvaglieri.

The photos were taken by Alex Castagna (Phiesgraph Studio) except “Scarvaglieri 
playing”; the cover photo ”Birds” and back cover “Trees” by Patrizia Tonon and the graphic 
was designed by Henry Guarrera. 

“Landscape” has been released in October 2010 and can be found  in records stores.
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TTRACKRACK L LISTIST

1
LANDSCAPELANDSCAPE
   Landing   

2
TIMELAPSETIMELAPSE

  Perspective absence 

3
ENRICOENRICO

Dance hall, towards the river 
 
4

RENOIRRENOIR
Parisian Impressions

5
TUMBLEDOWN AFFAIRTUMBLEDOWN AFFAIR

  Shadows of frames, portraits   

6
CRYSTALLINECRYSTALLINE

Behind the waterfall, Christmas Song

7
GLASSESGLASSES

 Whale eye 

8
SHAPES ON THE GROUNDSHAPES ON THE GROUND
Cowboys in black and white

9
GLASSES PART IIGLASSES PART II

On the banks of the lake, the elephant

10
VOICES FROM SPACEVOICES FROM SPACE

“one small step for (a) man”...the journey begins now...
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-ORAZIO LONGO, SHORT BIO--ORAZIO LONGO, SHORT BIO-

Graduated in piano and made his debut in Catania, in 2003, performing ID, a theatrical 
video-musical show with ballet, written and realized ‘four hands’ together with Giancarlo 
Scarvaglieri.
In the same year he began his collaboration with Samyr Guarrera.
Plus, he made several issues for various instruments, under “Schizzi Sonori” editions, among 
them: The clock machine, Panzer, Gli angeli di Natale, Sunday’s Bells.
About theatrical works, he composed music scores for ‘pièces’ Da grande volevo fare il  
corridore ciclistico (2006), and Schiuma (2007), both written by Giuseppe Mazzone (staged 
in collaboration with Magma Theatre).
Besides his musical activities in several collaborations and concerts, he also practises 
journalistic and teaching ones.
His first album, Lynotape – feuilletons sans mots, was released in 2005. 
Three years later it was followed by Paragem – Suite, dedicated to Lisbon and the 
‘Portuguese saudade’, with the special guest Rosalba Bentivoglio who sang Amori Smarriti 
(Lost Loves).
Landscape – Preludes, his last work, takes back the sounds of the previous two albums 
enriching them with further insights, improved resonances and a new section of electric bass 
and guitar. 

Catania, lì 30/09/2010 
www.myspace.com/oraziolongo
http://olsound.wordpress.com/
www.olsoundproject.com
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